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This song says it well ... - posted by Lordoitagain (), on: 2012/9/13 23:26

A FLAG TO FOLLOW

I sought a flag to follow
A cause for which to stand,
I sought a valiant leader
Who could my love command;
I sought a stirring challenge,
Some noble work to try,
To give my life fulfillment,
My dreams to satisfy.

    
I sought a ringing answer
For all my doubts inside
A torch of truth uplifted
My searching steps to guide;
I sought a word of wisdom,
A true authority.
I sought to know life's purpose,
To solve its mystery.

I sought for satisfaction
For yearning deep within,
I sought for full deliv'rance
From chains of guilt and sin;
I sought for peace and pardon,
For freedom from my fears,
I sought a hope to cling to
Beyond these passing years.

    Chorus
    I found them all in Jesus,
    The Life, the Truth, the Way;
    Beneath His flag I'll take my stand
    And follow Him today.
    I'll follow Him today.

By John W. Peterson&#65279;

Here's a great recording of it:

http://youtu.be/NjyNNRafOhs
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Re: This song says it well ... - posted by onemite, on: 2012/9/13 23:50
:) 
Yes, 
it says it very well.

Re:  - posted by sermonindex (), on: 2012/9/14 0:04

Quote:
-------------------------I found them all in Jesus,
The Life, the Truth, the Way;
Beneath His flag I'll take my stand
And follow Him today.
I'll follow Him today.
-------------------------

Amen. Jesus Christ is the true head and flag for the Church.

Re:  - posted by Lordoitagain (), on: 2012/9/14 0:18
Amen, Brother. With all of the many flags being burned and flags being raised, there is none that can compare to the "sc
ars and stripes" that we follow.

Psa 60:4  Thou hast given a banner to them that fear thee, that it may be displayed because of the truth. Selah. 
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